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In the world where quarterly corporate reporting

of the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Dis-

makes it feel like financial markets are ruled by short-

closures (TCFD), and groups like the Network for

termism, asset owners stand out in contrast, manag-

Greening the Financial System, whose members

ing their portfolios with horizons in the decades and

include 42 central banks and supervisors, are push-

even longer. With trillions in assets under manage-

ing investors of all stripes to take physical climate

ment and the long-term well-being of their benefi-

risks into account, warning of dire systemic conse-

ciaries and other stakeholders as their goal, asset

quences if climate risks continue to go unpriced.

owners’ risk management practices must be robust.
This includes the consideration of factors beyond
traditional financial metrics. While their long horizon
allows asset owners to withstand short-term volatility, their portfolios may be exposed to higher levels of
other risks, including those posed by a changing climate, which is not necessarily accounted for in asset
prices.

With climate risk moving from the fringes of finance
to center stage, the challenge is to translate climate
models and climate data into actionable intelligence
for financial decision-making. Climate models are
complex, incorporating information from many disciplines of earth science, and their outputs are unwieldy. However, when transformed into indicators
at appropriate scales and timeframes, climate data

Additionally, regulatory actions like the EU Action

provides essential forward-looking information for

Plan on Sustainable Finance, growing global support

financial decision-makers.

ASSESSING EXPOSURE TO INFORM RISK MANAGEMENT
Evaluating an asset’s exposure to physical climate

nent of an asset owner’s portfolio due to their returns

hazards is challenging, yet also an essential first step

and the diversification they offer to the overall fund.

in managing climate risks. Four Twenty Seven’s

However, many real assets are highly vulnerable to

Physical Climate Risk Application (Application) al-

physical climate risks. These risks manifest in direct

lows investors to assess exposure to floods, sea level

and indirect ways, including increased costs, re-

rise, hurricanes & typhoons, heat stress and water

duced revenues, and decreased asset value.

stress at the asset and portfolio levels. Asset owners
leverage hazard exposure scores to identify regional
and sectoral trends as well as specific hotspots.
Flexible viewing options and digestible data provide
insight for portfolio risk assessments and due diligence processes. Armed with climate risk data at
decision-relevant scales, asset owners can begin to
manage their risk.
Climate Data for Portfolio Management

Asset owners use Four Twenty Seven’s Application
to evaluate forward-looking physical climate risk
exposure. For example, the portfolio-specific sum-

mary table in Figure 1 provides a snapshot of exposure and serves as the starting point for the analysis
of physical climate risks. In this portfolio, hurricanes
& typhoons, earthquakes, heat stress and water
stress are the most prevalent hazards.
While asset owners frequently emphasize the haz-

Real estate, infrastructure, agriculture, timber and

ards they view as most financially material—for in-

other real assets have long been an integral compo-

stance floods, hurricanes, and sea level rise—heat
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Figure 1. Four Twenty Seven summary table of physical climate risk scores for a real asset portfolio.

stress and water stress can also have material finan-

risk reporting. As reporting requirements develop,

cial impacts. For instance, a major heat wave across

outputs from the Physical Climate Risk Application

Europe in the summer of 2019 demonstrated how

will empower asset owners to effectively describe

increasing temperatures can cause business disrup-

asset exposure, communicate how risks are being

tions and raise operating costs. Absent retrofits to

managed, and characterize their portfolios’ overall

address climate risks in European real estate, the

climate risk and resilience strategies.

total increase in energy bills for commercial buildings
could potentially cost $300 billion (£457 billion) by
2050. Water stress, another potentially overlooked
risk, can threaten the long-term operations of assets
like thermal power plants that rely on large amounts
of water for cooling. For example, Moody’s found
that 11 major U.S. utilities representing over $31 billion
in rate base have extreme risk to water stress, which
has already caused some power utilities to retire
capital-intensive generation facilities early.
In addition to providing an entry point for further
analysis, metrics in the summary table are useful for
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Asset owners can also identify exposure hotspots,
explore sectoral trends, and dive deeper into the exposure of individual assets. Figure 2 shows the same

portfolio ranked by highest flood risk score. Floods
can raise costs, cause business disruption, and decrease asset values.
Using the data in Figure 2, asset owners can consider shortening their holding periods for assets with the
highest levels of exposure, ensure that they have
appropriate insurance coverage, and evaluate if coverage or premium prices may rise in the future. As
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Figure 2. Four Twenty Seven details table of physical climate risk scores, ranked by highest flood risk

the climate changes, insurers’ risk tolerances may

their due diligence processes for new acquisitions. In

also reach their limits and they may seek to exit mar-

addition to providing easily digestible, high-level

kets. It is thus essential for asset owners to monitor

screening results, granular climate data allows cli-

the evolving landscape. Beyond evaluating potential

ents to continue to invest, for example, in valuable

changes to insurance, asset owners can also use

coastal markets with known exposure. Figure 3

this data as an entry point for engagement with a

shows exposure of nine facilities in Tokyo, where the

building manager, to better understand the site’s

combination of storm surge and sea level rise could

flood history and investigate if the asset has flood

cause $1 trillion (100 trillion yen) in damages in a 1-in-

defenses.

100 year storm. Because the sea level rise (and

Institutional investors understand that, over the typical commercial real estate hold period of seven to
ten years, the next buyer of their building is likely to
be concerned by climate risk as well. The Application

equips asset owners with the exposure data they
need to make sure their portfolios are resilient to
climate risks and continue to provide the returns
they need and expect from the asset class.
Climate Data for Due Diligence
Beyond analyzing portfolios of existing holdings, the
application’s real-time scoring allows asset owners
to quickly incorporate physical climate analysis into
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flood) data featured in the Application is at a scale of
90 x 90 meters, investors do not need to eliminate
entire markets from their investment strategies. Rather than exiting a profitable market, asset owners
can use the Four Twenty Seven Physical Climate

Risk Application to selectively invest in assets with
lower exposure.
Asset owners often use Four Twenty Seven data to
set their own internal thresholds for further due diligence. Using the detailed site information, as shown
in Figure 4, as well as the downloadable scorecard,
analysts can quickly understand which hazards to
investigate further.
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Some investors require further due diligence for any

climate hazards, such as freeboard above base

assets that receive “High” or “Red Flag” scores. Deal

flood elevation, onsite power generators, or water

teams may be tasked to investigate asset-specific

efficiency measures.

features that would make it more resilient to specific

Figure 3. Four Twenty Seven sea level rise scores. Risk thresholds range from green to red, with green points showing assets not exposed and red points showing assets with the highest level of exposure to sea level rise.

Figure 4. Four Twenty Seven climate risk assessment.
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CONCLUSION
Real assets, whose time horizon of returns aligns well

mandates to monitor and report these risks will also

with the investment goals of asset owners, are ex-

expand. Equipped with a detailed understanding of

posed to physical hazards, which will continue to

their portfolio holdings’ exposure, asset owners are

become more frequent and severe. Exploring asset-

empowered to make better-informed investment

level climate hazard exposure is the first step to ana-

and risk management decisions, ultimately enhanc-

lyzing and ultimately managing physical climate risk.

ing the resilience of their portfolios to physical cli-

As regulation around climate risk rapidly evolves,

mate risk.
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Four Twenty Seven (427mt.com), an affiliate of

forward-looking climate risk scores for equities,

Moody’s, is a leading publisher and provider of data,

based on an ever-growing database that now in-

market intelligence and analysis related to physical

cludes over one million corporate sites and covers

climate and environmental risks. We tackle physi-

over 2,000 publicly-traded companies globally. Ad-

cal risk head on with analytics that identify the ex-

ditional datasets include climate risk scores for Real

posure of any location in the world to climate

Estate Investment Trusts, sovereigns and U.S. mu-

change hazards such floods, sea level rise, hurri-

nicipalities.

canes & typhoons, heat stress and water stress,
which pose an immediate threat to investment and
loan portfolios.

Four Twenty Seven has won multiple awards for its
innovative work on climate risk and resilience and
our work has been featured by Bloomberg, the Fi-

Four Twenty Seven provides on-demand analytics

nancial Times and the New York Times. Four Twen-

and subscription data products to access this

ty Seven was founded in 2012 and is headquartered

unique offering. Our physical climate risk applica-

in Berkeley, California with offices in Washington,

tion allows users to explore the climate risk drivers

DC, Paris, France and Tokyo, Japan, and a local

for a single asset or a portfolio of assets, scoring

representative in London.

thousands of locations in minutes. We also offer
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DISCLAIMER
© 2020 Four Twenty Seven, Inc. and/or its licensors and subsidiaries (collectively, “Four Twenty Seven”). All rights reserved.
Four Twenty Seven provides its customers with data, analytics and other solutions (collectively, “Research”) with respect to the physical
climate and environmental risks associated with individual facilities, individual issuers, sectors and geographical boundaries.

FOUR TWENTY SEVEN’S RESEARCH DOES NOT ADDRESS NON-ESG FACTORS AND/OR RISKS, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO:
CREDIT RISK, LIQUIDITY RISK, MARKET VALUE RISK, OR PRICE VOLATILITY. FOUR TWENTY SEVEN’S RESEARCH DOES NOT CONSTITUTE STATEMENTS OF CURRENT OR HISTORICAL FACT. FOUR TWENTY SEVEN’S RESEARCH: (i) DOES NOT CONSTITUTE OR
PROVIDE CREDIT RATINGS OR INVESTMENT OR FINANCIAL ADVICE; (ii) IS NOT AND DOES NOT PROVIDE RECOMMENDATIONS
TO PURCHASE, SELL, OR HOLD PARTICULAR SECURITIES; AND (iii) DOES NOT COMMENT ON THE SUITABILITY OF AN INVESTMENT FOR ANY PARTICULAR INVESTOR. FOUR TWENTY SEVEN ISSUES ITS RESEARCH WITH THE EXPECTATION AND UNDERSTANDING THAT EACH INVESTOR WILL, WITH DUE CARE, MAKE ITS OWN STUDY AND EVALUATION OF EACH SECURITY THAT IS
UNDER CONSIDERATION FOR PURCHASE, HOLDING, OR SALE.
FOUR TWENTY SEVEN’S RESEARCH IS NOT INTENDED FOR USE BY RETAIL INVESTORS AND IT WOULD BE RECKLESS AND INAPPROPRIATE FOR RETAIL INVESTORS TO USE FOUR TWENTY SEVEN’S RESEARCH WHEN MAKING AN INVESTMENT DECISION. IF IN
DOUBT YOU SHOULD CONTACT YOUR FINANCIAL OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISER. FOUR TWENTY SEVEN’S RESEARCH IS NOT
INTENDED FOR USE BY ANY PERSON AS A BENCHMARK AS THAT TERM IS DEFINED FOR REGULATORY PURPOSES AND MUST NOT
BE USED IN ANY WAY THAT COULD RESULT IN THEM BEING CONSIDERED A BENCHMARK.
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS PROTECTED BY LAW, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, COPYRIGHT LAW, AND NONE OF
SUCH INFORMATION MAY BE COPIED OR OTHERWISE REPRODUCED, REPACKAGED, FURTHER TRANSMITTED, TRANSFERRED,
DISSEMINATED, REDISTRIBUTED OR RESOLD, OR STORED FOR SUBSEQUENT USE FOR ANY SUCH PURPOSE, IN WHOLE OR IN
PART, IN ANY FORM OR MANNER OR BY ANY MEANS WHATSOEVER, BY ANY PERSON WITHOUT FOUR TWENTY SEVEN’S PRIOR
WRITTEN CONSENT.
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS OBTAINED BY FOUR TWENTY SEVEN FROM SOURCES BELIEVED BY IT TO BE ACCURATE
AND RELIABLE. BECAUSE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF HUMAN OR MECHANICAL ERROR AS WELL AS OTHER FACTORS, HOWEVER, ALL
INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS PROVIDED “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING AS
TO THE ACCURACY, TIMELINESS, COMPLETENESS, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE. FOUR TWENTY SEVEN IS NOT AN AUDITOR AND CANNOT IN EVERY INSTANCE INDEPENDENTLY VERIFY OR VALIDATE INFORMATION IT RECEIVES.
To the extent permitted by law, Four Twenty Seven and its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, licensors and suppliers
(together, Four Twenty Seven Parties”) disclaim liability to any person or entity for any (a) indirect, special, consequential, or incidental losses
or damages, and (b) direct or compensatory losses or damages caused to any person or entity, including but not limited to by any negligence
(but excluding fraud, willful misconduct or any other type of liability that, for the avoidance of doubt, by law cannot be excluded); on the part
of, or any contingency within or beyond the control of any Four Twenty Seven Party, arising from or in connection with the information contained herein or the use of or inability to use any such information.
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